SCHOOL OF MUSIC COMMITTEES
2018-2019

COMMITTEE A
Roland Barrett
Valerie Watts ('19)
Elizabeth Avery ('20)

CONCERTO COMPETITION
Jeongwon Ham (Co-Chair)
Valerie Watts (Co-Chair)
Elizabeth Avery
Gregory Lee
Andrew Richardson
Jonathan Shames
Nicole Van Every

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE
Roland Barrett (Dir)
Sarah Ellis (Assoc Dir)
Karl Sievers – Brass & Percussion
Brian Britt – Ensembles & Conducting
Jeongwon Ham - Keyboard
Charlene Dell – Music Education
Zoe Sherinian – Mus/Eth/GE
Mark Neumann - Strings
Marvin Lamb – Thry/Cmp/Tch
Joel Burcham – Vocal Arts
Dan Schwartz - Woodwinds

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY COMM.
Konstantinos Karathanasis (Chair)
Brian Dobbins
Min-Jeong Koh
Eric Walschap
Brian Wolfe

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES COMM.
Sarah Ellis – Asst. Dir. (Chair)
Chris Baumgartner ('20) – MUED
Jonathan Nichol ('21) – Woodwinds
Jeff Swinkin ('18) – TCT
Eugene Enrico ('19) - MEGE
Damin Spritzer ('19) – KB
Mark McCrory ('20) – VOCA
Anthony Stoops ('20) – Strings
Rick Zielinski ('21) – Ensembles & Conducting

DIVISION HEADS
Brass & Percussion – Karl Sievers
Ensembles & Conducting – Brian Britt
Keyboard – Jeongwon Ham
Music Education – Charlene Dell
Mus/Eth/GE – Zoe Sherinian
Strings - Mark Neumann
Thry/Cmp/Tch – Marvin Lamb
Vocal Arts – Joel Burcham
Woodwinds – Dan Schwartz

GRADUATE STUDIES COMM.
Sanna Pederson, Asst. Dir. (Chair)
Casey Gerber ('20) – MUED
Jonathan Ruck ('21) – Strings
Barbara Fast ('21) – KB
Eldon Matlick ('21) – B&P
Konstantinos Karathanasis ('19) – TCT
Michael Lee ('19) – MEGE
Jennifer Saltzstein (Spr '19) – MEGE
Elizabeth Avery ('20) – VOCA
Valerie Watts ('21) – Woodwinds
Jonathan Shames ('21) – Ensembles & Conducting

AREA CHAIRS
Bands – Shanti Simon
Brass – Irv Wagner
Choral – Rick Zielinski
Composition – Marvin Lamb
Music Ed – Charlene Dell
Musicology/General Ed – Eugene Enrico
Orchestra/Opera – Jonathan Shames
Organ – John Schwandt
Percussion – Andrew Richardson
Piano/Pedagogy - Barbara Fast
Strings – Gregory Lee
Technology – Konstantinos Karathanasis
Theory – Sarah Ellis
Voice – Mark McCrory
Woodwinds – Rod Ackmann

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Jennifer Saltzstein (Chair)
Frank Riddick
Matt Stock (FA Library)
Robin Noad (MRC)
Matthew Schullman

THIRD-YEAR REVIEW COMM
Jonathan Nichol
Zoe Sherinian

ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING, UG STUDIES AND GRADUATE STUDIES:
Based on the nine divisions